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a b s t r a c t 

This paper reports an illogical policy on smart highway management in Japan. Heavy snow in Japan on Dec. 17 in 

2020 revealed the failed link in the current policy between the smart highway management and weather forecast. 

Weather forecast information is supposed to be used in controlling the gates in highway for mitigating stranded 

vehicles by heavy snowfalls, blizzards, freezing rain or sleet, dense fog, high winds, and other weather-related 

phenomena respectively. However, more than several thousand vehicles were stranded every winter on the smart 

highway in Japan. This paper examines what is wrong and what should be fixed in the current highway policy 

in Japan. 
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. Introduction 

On December 17 in 2020, more than 1100 vehicles were stranded on

 Kanetsu expressway by heavy snow [1] . It took two days to clear all ve-

icles that had remained stranded on a long stretch of expressway north

f Tokyo [2] . Members of the ground self-defense force and others shov-

led snow accumulated on the road, where as many as 2100 vehicles had

een stranded [2] . The Kanetsu expressway is managed by NEXCO man-

ging a smart highway system using the latest weather forecast with 400

eather sensor stations every 10 km and 1760 CCTV (Closed circuit TV)

ameras every 2 km on the highway [3] . Many other highways in Japan

ave been managed by the similar smart highway system. Although the

anetsu expressway has been controlled under the state-of-the-art smart

ighway system, 1100 vehicles were stranded by heavy snow. Based on

eather forecast on December 15 and 16, heavy snow was predicted

nd expected. NEXCO did not close the gates on the highway on Dec.

7 in 2020. 

In the UK, a highway authority is under a duty to ensure, so far

s is reasonably practicable, that safe passage along a highway is not

ndangered by snow or ice [4] . 

In the US, removal or prevention of snow and ice accumulation on

he roadway is a top priority and will generally take precedence over

ther non-emergency maintenance functions [5] . 

Samuel et al. surveyed existing research and knowledge on the vul-

erability of transportation systems to climate change and extreme

eather events [6] . 

Oliver et al. provided a comprehensive review of big data initiatives

s examples of smart road traffic information applications [7] . 

Traffic flow prediction is performed using meteorological informa-

ion for road traffic using deep learning technology, which has made

emarkable progress in recent years [8] . 
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There are two methods for avoiding stranded vehicles on the high-

ay against heavy snow: 1. removal of snow and ice accumulation on

he roadway, 2. closure of the gates. In Japan every winter, many vehi-

les were stranded on the highway by heavy snow. This paper examines

hat causing snow stranded problems in Japan. 

. Snow stranded cases 

In order to understand what causes snow stranded problems on the

ighway in Japan, the past 3 years snow stranded cases on the highways

ere investigated in this paper. 

On 2020, nearly 700 cars still stranded in heavy snow in central

apan [9] . 

About 680 cars remained stranded on a snow-covered road Wednes-

ay night in Fukui prefecture in central Japan, with ground self-defense

orce personnel struggling to clear the thoroughfare [10] . 

On Feb.6 2018, hundreds of vehicles trapped on highway by thick

now in Japan’s Fukui prefecture [11] . 

On Jan. 24 2017, more than 300 vehicles stranded in western Japan

12] . 

The investigated stranded result in the last 3 years shows that the

ritical link between weather forecast and smart highway management

ailed. Although NEXCO managing all highways in Japan reported to the

apanese government about the smart highway management using the

atest weather forecast [3] , the policy to control the gates entering the

ighways is inconsistent. In other words, the NEXCO policy on highway

anagement is vulnerable and weak against the heavy snow. 

. Discussion 

The detailed policy of NEXCO for controlling the gates of the high-

ay is not disclosed in Japan. However, every heavy snow season in
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he last 3 years, smart highways have consistently stranded many vehi-

les on highways in Japan so that we may be able to assume that the

eather-activated-gate policy is not properly implemented. 

According to the committee document in Japan [13] , of course, the

apanese road administration also considers vehicle stagnation to be a

roblem and is trying to make effective use of weather forecast informa-

ion in order to reduce the occurrence of vehicle stagnation and restore

raffic as soon as possible. The following is a general discussion of the

nvironment surrounding road traffic during the winter months as sum-

arized in the Committee document: 

(1) In recent years, the amount of 24-hour snowfall in Japan has

been increasing, and heavy snowfalls that cause large-scale vehi-

cle stagnation occur somewhere in Japan every year. On the other

hand, with the development of road networks, the car-oriented

society, logistics, etc., it has become the responsibility of road

administrators to ensure automobile traffic even during heavy

snowfall. Thus, as snowfall conditions change and the need to

cope with severe snowfall increases, road administrators are re-

quired to use weather information in a smart way. 

(2) Japan has taken a step-by-step approach to snowfall in order to

secure road traffic.: speed limits, chain restrictions, and road clo-

sures. However, there is no publicly available data on each of

these decisions. 

(3) Committee pointed out that heavy trucks without chains have

a significant impact on the occurrence of vehicle stagnation. It

is true that the direct cause of the vehicle stagnation may be

the drivers who wandered onto the highway, but the road ad-

ministrators could have prevented the drivers from entering the

highway in advance by looking at the weather forecast and local

observations. 

The weather-activated policy must be changed as soon as possible

or mitigating the stranded vehicles on the highway in Japan. In order

o build a robust policy for controlling a gate of the highway, the best

hreshold to open or close gates with predicted snowfall must be scien-

ifically determined. 

The weather-activated-gate-control policy should be implemented in

rder to avoid stranded vehicles on the highways in Japan. Weather

orecast is supposed to be used for mitigating the stranded vehicles on

he highway but the policy against heavy snow failed. 

onclusion 

In this paper the policy on the highway against heavy snow for con-

rolling gates was examined. Based on this study, all snow-stranded ve-

icles on the highway were human-induced with inconsistent policy in
2 
apan. Smart highway management in Japan needs robust verifications

or policy improvement. The policy on the highway must be properly

mplemented against heavy snowfalls, blizzards, freezing rain or sleet,

ense fog, high winds, and other weather-related phenomena respec-

ively for mitigating the stranded vehicles. 
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